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Abstract—Face identification plays an important role in
biometrics and surveillance. However, before applying face
id1entification methods in real scenarios, we have to determine
whether the subject in a test sample is known (enrolled in
the face gallery). In this work, we focus on approaches to
determine whether a given face sample belongs to a subject
enrolled in the face gallery. We show how the approaches
can be combined with face identification methods so they can
perform open-set face recognition. Among the five approaches
described in this work, four are based on responses from the
face identification, and one is based on comparisons between
known samples and samples from an independent background
set. The approaches differ on features explored in the data,
scalability and accuracy. We evaluate the proposed approaches
in two standard and challenging datasets for face recognition
(FRGC and PubFig83). Results considering different number
of enrolled subjects show which approach can be considered in
scenarios where, for instance, one is interested in recognizing
few wanted subjects.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Face recognition plays an important role in several scenarios related to biometrics, forensics and surveillance. For
instance, suppose in a scenario where we are interested
in tracking subjects in videos from several cameras during
one week, face recognition can be used to match subjects
in images from different days even with major differences
in the overall appearance of the same subject due to, for
instance, change of clothes or illumination. Suppose another
scenario where we are interested in detecting suspects in
surveillance cameras. In this case, face samples acquired
from identification cards can be used to recognize faces in
images from the surveillance cameras.
In general, there are three tasks in face recognition [1]:
verification consists in determine whether two given samples belong to the same subject; identification consists in
determine the identity of a test sample considering a face
gallery; and watch-list consists in first determine whether
the test sample is known (enrolled in the face gallery) before
identifying him/her. Watch-list may refer to a particular case
of open-set face recognition [2], where there are few subjects
enrolled in the face gallery and it is expected that the ma-

jority of the samples being presented to the face recognition
does not correspond to any known subject. Note that in the
two scenarios mentioned earlier, the face recognition method
must be able to deal with samples from subjects previously
unseen, so they can be ignored or enrolled in the face gallery
on their first appearance in the scene.
In this work, we propose and evaluate approaches to
determine whether a test sample is known, i.e., the subject
of the sample was previously enrolled in the face gallery.
The approaches are designed to explore different features
in the data, such as common attributes among enrolled
subjects, margin separation or distribution patterns between
identification responses. Results in two standard datasets
for face recognition, the FRGC and PubFig83 datasets,
show which approaches present fair accuracy in different
scenarios, considering the number of enrolled subjects in
the face gallery.
Among the five proposed approaches, one is based on the
discrimination between known samples and samples from
an independent background set (Section III-A), and four are
based on face identification responses. Among these four
approaches, one is based on the distribution of response
considering the Chebyshev inequality (Section III-B4), and
three are based on separation margin between identification
responses, one considers a single SVM classifier for all
known subjects (Section III-B1), other considers a SVM for
each known subject (Section III-B2), and the last is based
on least squares (Section III-B3). Identification responses
are calculated considering the method described in [3], since
it is public available, present good accuracy and has been
under development for scalability [4]. However, other face
identification methods can also be considered.
The main contributions provided by this work are: (i) approaches that can be combined to face identification methods
in literature, enabling them to perform open-set recognition;
(ii) results in two datasets, considering different numbers of
enrolled subjects in the face gallery, show which approach
works better as a function of the size of the gallery; (iii)
generation of a baseline and insights that can be considered
in future works.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. In

Section II, we discuss related works. The approach based on
comparisons between known samples and samples from an
independent background set is described in Section III-A.
Approaches based on responses from face identification
methods are described in Section III-B. Experiments are
discussed in Section IV. Then, we conclude with final
remarks in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, we discuss the main concepts for face
representation II-A, combination of feature descriptors II-B,
and open-set face recognition II-C.
A. Face Representation
Face images are described considering discriminative
features instead of pixel intensity, which spans a high
dimensional feature space and may not be able to represent
the high variability of a subject’s face [5]. The use of
discriminative features, such as texture [6], [7], [8], [9],
shape [10], [11], or color [9], [12] of the face image, implies
in simple representation of subjects in the feature space,
that can be used to identify subjects more easily. If color
is considered, for instance, two different skin tones, or hair
colors, can be used to differentiate two different subjects.
Even though simple, the description of faces based on color
can be inferred easily in face images that present partial
occlusion or out of plane rotation.
Some face recognition methods consist in learning feature
descriptors considering a large set of face images [13],
[14], and, then, applying deep artificial neural networks to
perform recognition. Such methods take advantage of the
high availability of face images presented in the internet and
the processing power provided by General Purpose Graphic
Processing Units (GPGPUs).
In the literature, two face representations are commonly
used: holistic and local. Holistic approaches [3], [10], [12],
[13] describe the whole input face image, usually keeping
information regarding the overall appearance of the face
in the output descriptor. Holistic representation, however,
often includes features not related to the identity of the
face in the output descriptor, such as lightning conditions
or out-of-plane rotation of the face, thus, presenting high
variability among face images from a same subject. Local
face representation [9], [11] compute descriptors from regions of interest in the face image (e.g., fiducial points such
as eye corners, mouth, and tip of the nose). The idea is
that the appearance of regions of interest remains roughly
the same at different positions in the face image. Regions
that are occluded or shaded can also be ignored so that
other regions can still be used to recognize the face image.
Local descriptors, however, tend to ignore global information
of the face and often produce ambiguous descriptors since
small patches of the image are considered.

B. Combination of Feature Descriptors
Face representation presented in Section II-A exploit
different discriminative features from face images. This way,
a straightforward step consists in combining several feature
descriptors to build a description more robust to weakness
of each individual descriptor. The combination of feature
descriptors is performed concatenating the feature vectors
generated by each description method and, then, applying
a feature transformation technique to the final high dimensional descriptor vector either to reduce dimensionality or
to leverage more discriminative features.
There are several examples of face recognition approaches
that combine or transform features in literature, including Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [14], Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [7], Partial Least Squares
(PLS) [3], brute-force feature descriptor screening [15],
entropy based [6]. Feature transformation techniques that
consider discriminability between face images from different
subjects usually present better results. In this work we
consider the PLS framework described in [3] to combine
feature descriptors and perform face identification.
1) Face Recognition based on Partial Least Squares
(PLS): PLS is a statistical technique consisting of two steps:
features transformation and regression. Feature transformation is performed applying linear transformation to feature
descriptors and target values, aiming at building latent
variables. The linear transformation is chosen to maximize
the covariance between latent variables from descriptors and
target values.
The relation between feature descriptors and target values
is presented in Equation 1, in which Xn×d denotes the feature descriptors matrix for n samples and dimensionality d,
Yn denotes target vector where each element yi corresponds
to the i-th face image descriptor xi of X, Tn×p and Un×p
denotes latent variables from face image descriptors and
target values, respectively, the matrix Pp×d and the vector Q
represent loadings, similar to PCA transformations, E and
F represent residuals.
X = TPT + E
Y = U QT + F

(1)

The goal is to maximize the covariance between U and
T . Latent variables are calculated as linear combinations of
the feature vector x, according to Equation 2, where Wd×p
denotes the coefficient matrix. Then, the coefficients of the
regression vector β are calculated considering ordinal least
squares, presented in Equation 3. A PLS regression response
ŷ for a feature vector x is calculated according to Equation 4,
where ȳ denotes average value of Y . Algorithms and details
to implement the PLS regression can be found in [16].
T = XW

(2)

β = W (T T T )−1 T T Y

(3)

ŷ = ȳ + β T x

(4)

Face recognition, as described in [3], is performed considering one PLS models for each known subject in the face
gallery. The PLS model for the s-th known subject is learned
following the one-against-all classification scheme, where yi
is set to +1, if xi refers to the subject s, or -1, otherwise. Test
samples are presented to each PLS model and assigned to
the identity related to the PLS model that return maximum
regression response. Note that an identity is returned even
if the test sample is unknown.
C. Open-Set Face Recognition
Few works in literature deal with open-set face recognition. The method described in [17] considers values associated to the confidence of classification from samples in the
face gallery to determine a threshold by which test samples
are compared. The approach requires a minimum number of
samples in the face gallery to proper determine the threshold.
Li and Wechsler [18] consider an identification model for
each known subject. When a test sample is presented to the
model of the s-th subject, the k nearest samples from other
subjects in the face gallery are also presented as test. If
the classification confidence of the sample being tested does
not present fair difference among the confidence of the k
samples from the face gallery, the test sample is classified
as not correspondent to the s-th subject. A set of face images
that do not correspond to any subject in test or training sets
are included in the face gallery to preserve accuracy even if
few subjects are enrolled.
The work presented by Kamgar-Parsi and Lawson [19]
learn a binary classifier for each known subject to determine
whether a test sample belongs to the subject being considered. A large number of synthetic face images are generated
considering morphing, in which samples from a subject are
morphed towards face images from other subjects to proper
define classification boundaries.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
The following sections describe the proposed approaches.
The approach based on the background set is presented
in Section III-A, and approaches based on identification
responses are presented in Section III-B.
A. Approach based on Background Set (BK-Set)
The approach based on a background set, referred to
as BK-Set, consists in learn a binary classifier to indicate
whether a test sample is known (not enrolled in the face
gallery). This way, we avoid further processing in the face
identification if the test sample is classified as unknown. The
idea is to model the problem of detecting unknown subjects
similarly to face verification methods in literature [20], [13],
[21], [22]. The background set includes common faces from
subjects that are neither in the train nor in the test sets.

Figure 1: Overview of the BK-Set approach. Features of the
face gallery (face images from known subjects) are extracted and
presented to the PLS regression model, considering target values
-1, if the features comes from the face gallery, or +1, if the features
comes from the background set. When a test sample is presented,
features are extracted and submitted to the PLS model. If the
response from the PLS model is higher than a threshold, then,
the test sample is classified as unknown.

The classifier consists in a PLS regression model, described in Section II-B1, considering known samples, with
-1 target values, and samples from the background set, with
+1 target values. This way, we aim at learning a regression
model that can distinguish between common attributes from
known samples and samples from the background set. A
test sample is first presented to the PLS model and if the
regression response returned is above a threshold τ , we
assume that the test sample is unknown. Figure 1 illustrates
the BK-Set approach.
B. Approaches based on Identification Responses
The approaches described in this section consist in learning a threshold τ to differentiate identification responses
from known and unknown samples. The idea is that if
the identification responses of a test sample for all known
subjects present low values, it is likely that the test sample
is unknown. As it can be seen in Figure 3, face identification
models of known subjects provide different distributions of
responses (some subjects are more easily distinguished than
others). Thus, either we learn a threshold τ considering
a measure of classification for all known subjects or we
learn a different threshold τi for each known subject i. If
one threshold is estimated per known subject, we calculate
a measure d to represent how well a test sample was
classified as known or unknown by setting it to the minimum
difference between each identification response of the test
sample in the model of the i-th known subject and τi . Given
d, we can empirically estimate a threshold to accept (or
reject) unknown classification responses easier than known
responses.
To estimate the identification responses, we consider a
validation set, partitioning known samples into k disjoint
sets, in a cross-validation manner. Each partition is composed by a fixed number of randomly selected samples
for each subject. Then, we use a partition as test for the
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face identification model learned considering the remaining
partitions. The process is repeated until all samples have
been tested once. In the end, we have a number of responses
from the validation set equal to the amount of samples in
the face gallery and a label indicating the subject identity of
each response. Figure 2 illustrates the process to calculate
the validation set.
The approach based on the Support Vector Machine classifier (SVM) is described in Section III-B1. In Section III-B2
we describe the approach based on one SVM classifier per
known subject. An approach based on least squares is described in Section III-B3. An approach based on Chebyshev
inequality is described in Section III-B4.
1) Approach based on SVM (SVM-All): In this approach,
referred to as SVM-All, we aim at separating identification responses of samples from known and unknown
subjects with maximum margin between them considering
the decision hyperplane calculated by the SVM algorithm.
Identification responses of samples from unknown subjects
tend to present lower values than identification responses of
samples from known subjects. Thus, we expect that these
responses cluster together towards a common point in the
identification response space. Since linear versions of SVM
may not separate the identification responses, we use the
polynomial and radial kernels for the SVM.
To learn the SVM model, we consider identification
responses from the validation set as negative samples, representing the class of samples from known subjects, Positive
samples, representing the class of samples from unknown
subjects, are acquired by replacing the identification response related to the correct identity of each sample in the
validation set by another randomly selected response. When
a test sample is presented, we calculate a SVM score based
on the face identification responses using Equation 5, which
consists in the distance of the sample to the SVM hyperplane. Then, we check whether the score is above a threshold
τ , indicating that the sample is from an unknown subject.
In Equation 5, xi is the i-th SVM support vector, αi is the
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Figure 2: Overview of the process to calculate identification
responses in the validation set. The order of samples for each
subject in the face gallery is shuffled. Then, the i-th sample of
each subject is presented to the face identification method learned
considering the remaining samples. The process finish when all
samples presented once to the face identification method.
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Figure 3: Identification responses from 13 subjects of the PubFig83
validation set. Upward green triangles stand for correct subject
identification responses. Downward red triangles stand for incorrect
subject identification responses. Black horizontal lines refer to
thresholds calculated by the SVM-Single approach. To facilitate
the visualization, we sample only 10% of the incorrect responses.

respective support vector weight, b denotes the hyperplane
bias, related to the displacement of the hyperplane regarding
the origin of the space, K denotes the dot product between
xi and the test sample x in the non-linear spammed space
and N is the number of support vectors.
N
X

αi K(xi , x) + b ≥ τ

(5)

i=0

2) Approach based on SVM per Subject (SVM-Single):
In this approach, referred to as SVM-Single, we aim at
separating identification responses of samples from known
and unknown subjects similarly to the approach SVM-All
described in Section III-B1. The difference is that we learn
one SVM model per known subject instead of one SVM
model for all known subjects.
To learn a SVM model for a known subject, we use
identification responses from the validation set relative only
to that subject. We consider identification responses from
the correct subject as positive samples and identification
responses from other subjects as negative samples. We
select n higher negative samples, if there are more negative
than positive samples, or n lower positive samples, on the
contrary, to balance the number of samples in each class
and to select samples closest to the separation margin. Then,
we calculate the threshold for the s-th known subject (τs )
based on the learned SVM model considering Equation 6.
An example of thresholds calculated considering Equation 6
is presented in Figure 3.
τs = −b/(

N
X
i=1

xi αi )

(6)

[β, c]t = (X t X)−1 X t Y

(7)

τi = −c/β

(8)

4) Approach based on Chebyshev Inequality (CI): The
goal in this approach, referred to as CI, is to model the
distribution of identification responses unrelated to a subject.
The threshold τs of the s-th known subject is set to a
value by which few identification responses unrelated to
the subject are expected to be higher. Face recognition
tasks usually provide few controlled acquired face images
for train and uncontrolled face images for test resulting
in slightly higher variance of the identification responses
observed in test compared to the variance observed in the
validation set. Figure 4 illustrates the difference of variance
between the validation and the test sets of the FRGC dataset.
Therefore, instead of modeling identification responses by a
parametric distribution, we calculate a threshold considering
the Chebyshev inequality since small changes in variance
does not affect results significantly.
We calculate τs considering Equation 10. µi denotes the
mean of identification responses Ri from the model of the
i-th known subject and σi denotes the standard deviation of
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3) Approach based on Least Squares (LS): The goal in
this approach, referred to as LS, is to reduce the computational cost of the approach SVM-Single, described in
Section III-B2. The idea remains the same: to separate
identification responses from known and unknown samples
with maximum margin between them.
To estimate thresholds τs of the approach SVM-Single
(Equation 6), we consider the root of the regression line
in the identification response space. The response space
is composed of identification responses in one axis and
target values in the other. Target values are set to +1 if
the identification response is related to the subject being
considered or -1 otherwise. In this context, let Y be a vector
of targets and X2×t a matrix where the first column is
filled with identification responses from the validation set
for the i-th subject and the second column is filled with
value one. The second column of X is associated with the
displacement of the regression line with respect to the origin
of the space and represents the weight of the identification
response when calculating the regression line. Our goal is
to calculate a line of the form βx + c = y that minimizes
the distance of identification responses and target values
to this line. To cope with unbalanced number of target
values, we sub-sample identification responses in the same
way as in the approach SVM-Single. We sub-sample the
lower n positive identification responses and the n higher
negative identification responses, where n is the minimum
of the number of positives and the number of negatives. The
parameters [β, c] can be calculated by solving Equation 7.
Then, given β and c, the threshold τ is given by Equation 8.
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Figure 4: Histogram of identification responses from a subject in
FRGC dataset, Experiment 4. Blue bars stand for counts from
the validation set. White bars stand for counts from the test set.
Both distributions present similar values of mean, but identification
responses from test set presents a slightly higher standard deviation.
The plot illustrates scenarios where few controlled face images are
available to learn an identification model while several uncontrolled
face images are presented to test.

Ri . Raising the parameter K implies in more confidence that
a test sample is unknown. However, higher values of K may
classify almost all known samples as unknown, reducing the
overall accuracy of the approach. In our experiments, we set
K to 5, which give us, considering Equation 9, P (ri ≥ τi ) ≤
0.04, where ri denotes a test identification response from the
model of the i-th known subject.
P (ri ≥ τi ) ≤

1
k2

τi = µi + kσi

(9)
(10)

IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the approaches described in
Sections III-A and III-B. The FRGC and PubFig83 datasets
are described in Section IV-A. Training and test protocol,
feature descriptors and parameters used in the experiments
are described in Section IV-B. In Section IV-C we evaluate
and discuss results in the datasets. Finally, evaluation and
discussion related to the number of known subjects are
presented in Section IV-D.
As evaluation metric, we consider the widely employed
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, which consist of true positive rate and false positive rate points, and
area under the ROC curve (AUC). Preferable ROC curves
present true positive rate equal to one and false positive rate
equal to zero. The AUC ranges from zero to one, being
preferable the values closer to one.
A. Datasets
1) FRGC: The FRGC dataset [23] consists in 152 subjects and six experiments including images with depth
information, high resolution or acquired under controlled or

uncontrolled conditions. In this work we consider Experiments 2 and 4 since Experiments 3, 4 and 6 are related to
face recognition with depth images. We ignore Experiment
1 since it is considered the easier experiment in the dataset.
Experiment 2 consists of four face images per subject
acquired under controlled condition for training and several controlled acquired face images for test. Experiment
4 consists of one face image per subject acquired under
controlled condition and several uncontrolled acquired face
images for test. To build the validation set in Experiment 4,
we use synthetic face images from [3]. The synthetic face
images were generated by morphing the face image of each
subject in Experiment 4 towards a mean face. The mean face
is acquired calculating the mean image of several training
samples from FRGC. The original sample is morphed 20%,
30% and 40% towards the mean face, resulting in three
additional synthesized samples.
The background set of the FRGC dataset is originated
from [3] and consists of 366 randomly selected samples from
the FRGC dataset that are neither in the train nor in the test
set. Samples from the background set are also considered
as counter-examples when learning the face identification
model to increase the discriminability [3]. Face images were
scaled to 138x160 pixels (width x height). We use the
same feature descriptors considered in the face identification
method [3] (HOG, LBP, mean color and Gabor filters).
2) PubFig83: The PubFig83 dataset [24] is a subset of
the original PubFig dataset and consists of 83 subjects with
100 samples each. Following [4], experiments are conducted
by randomly selecting 90 samples per subject for train and
10 samples. Eight subjects are randomly selected to compose
the background set, therefore, we consider only 75 subjects
of the original dataset. The process is repeated 10 times.
Then, we present the average and standard deviation of
the AUC. The background set of the PubFig83 dataset is
composed by samples of 8 randomly selected subjects from
the train set for each partition. Face images are scaled to
100x100 pixels. Feature descriptors follow the parameterization in [4]. We use the following feature descriptors: HOG,
LBP and mean color.
B. Experimental Setup
Training and Testing. Subjects in each dataset are randomly
divided into two disjoint sets: known and unknown. Tests
are performed considering 10%, 50% or 90% of the dataset
subjects in the known set. Subjects in the known set are
further divided into training and test disjoint subsets, following the training and test given partitions of each dataset.
Approaches are learned considering known training subset
and are evaluated considering samples from unknown and
known test sets.
Face Identification Although lower values could be used to
reduce the computational cost, the number of latent variables

in the PLS models, the only parameter to set, were experimentally set to 10 for the FRGC and PubFig83 datasets. In
our experiments we noticed that a number of latent variables
in PLS models higher than three in the Experiment 2 of
FRGC dataset does not increase the accuracy. The accuracy
of the face identification is not presented, since it was
previously tested in [3].
SVM. We use radial and polynomial kernels for the approach SVM-All. The parameter σ, related to the radius of
the kernel function, was empirically set to 0.1, although
other values do not change the results substantially. The
polynomial power parameter was set to 3, since a higher
value do not increase the accuracy. The cost parameters C
was empirically set to 0.001 in FRGC and 0.5 in PubFig83.
In the approach SVM-Single, we use a linear SVM with cost
parameter empirically set to 1.
C. Recognition Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the approaches described in
Sections III-A and III-B selecting 50% of the subjects in
FRGC or PubFig83 datasets to compose face gallery. The
following paragraphs present the results in both datasets
considering ROC curves and AUC values.
FRGC. Results in FRGC the dataset considering ROC
curves are shown in Figure 5a and 5b. Although Experiment 2 is easier, the approaches BK-Set and SVM-All
with polynomial kernel do not present high accuracy. The
approach SVM-All with radial kernel presents fair accuracy
in Experiment 2 but low accuracy in Experiment 4. An
intuition regarding the low accuracy of the approach SVMAll is given in Figure 6, in which responses from the SVM
algorithm present similar values for different subjects in the
gallery. Figure 6 also shows that a better separation can
be achieved if the identification response of each subject
is considered such as in the approaches SVM-Single, LS
and CI. Low accuracy presented by the BK-Set approach
is explained by the roughly same distribution of responses
from the PLS model considering the samples from known
or unknown subjects. Remaining approaches present similar
accuracy.
PubFig83. The same behavior observed in the results of
the FRGC dataset can be observed in the results of the
PubFig83 dataset. Results for the approaches considering the
average and standard deviation of AUC for the 10 partitions
of the PubFig83 are presented in Table I. The approaches
LS, SVM-Single and CI present better results, SVM-All
RBF presents ordinary results while BK-Set and SVM-All
polynomial presents bad results.
D. Number of Known Subjects
Results from the evaluation of the approaches in the
FRGC dataset, Experiment 4, considering the AUC for different numbers of known subjects are presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 5: ROC curves for the approaches described in Sections III-A and III-B considering the FRGC dataset. Best approaches present
curves closer to the upper left corner of the plot.

LS
SVM-Single
CI
SVM-All RBF
BK-Set
SVM-All Poly.

Average
(AUC)
79,2
79,0
75,5
66,7
56,7
49,0

0.95

St. Deviation
(AUC)
2,7
2,9
3,3
3,5
3,7
3,5

0.9
0.85
0.8

Table I: Average and standard deviation of the AUC considering
10 train/test partitions of the PubFig83 dataset. Results are sorted
in decreasing order considering the Average of the AUC.
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Figure 7: AUC for the approaches in FRGC dataset, Experiment
4, considering 15, 76, and 136 subjects enrolled in the face gallery
(equivalent to 10%, 50%, and 90%, respectively, of the 152 subjects
in the FRGC dataset).
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Figure 6: SVM responses considering two subjects in FRGC
dataset, Experiment 4, and identification responses from the test
set. Similar SVM values can be observed considering identification
responses from samples of a subject (triangles) and other subjects
(red crosses).

The AUC for FRGC Experiment 2 considering different
numbers of known subjects does not present significant
difference from the AUC of the approaches in Figure 5a. As
can be observed in Figure 7, all approaches but CI present
higher AUC when 15 subjects from the FRGC dataset are
selected to compose the known set.
The increase in AUC for few known subjects can be
explained by two reasons. First, few samples from known
subjects are being evaluated and, therefore, promoting classi-

fiers that responds better to samples from unknown subjects.
Second, it is easier to find common features among few
subjects in the face gallery. When the number of subjects in
the face gallery tends to one, the BK-Set approach tends to
present accuracy similar to methods of face verification. In
Experiment 4, the CI approach requires a higher number
of samples in the face gallery to proper estimate mean
and variance of identification responses. When the number
of subjects enrolled in the face gallery increases to 136,
the CI approach presents best result compared to the other
approaches.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS
In this work, we proposed and evaluated approaches to
determine whether the subject of a test sample is enrolled
in the face gallery. Among the approaches evaluated in this
work, three presented promising results. The approaches
based on a SVM classifier learned for each subject in the
face gallery and the approach based on least squares presents

fair accuracy considering different numbers of known subjects. The approach based on Chebyshev inequality presents
best accuracy when more samples are presented in the
face gallery. The remaining approaches consider all subjects
enrolled in the face gallery, thus, they presented fair accuracy
when few subjects are known, since it is more likely to find
a common attribute among these subjects, but poor accuracy
when more subjects are enrolled in the face gallery.
In future works, the aforementioned conclusions can be
considered to design methods more robust to the weakness of each proposed approach. In addition, although face
recognition tasks are considered in this work, the proposed
approaches make no assumption regarding face images,
which can be considered in other domains such as tracking
or person re-identification.
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